
zappi is a smart EV charger with a difference. Not only does it 
operate as standard for electric car charging, it has optional 
charging modes to utilise 100% GREEN energy generated from 
your Solar PV or wind generation. Increasing the Return On 
Investment (ROI) for your panels and electric car, the zappi is 
very user friendly. 

Being the first-ever electric car charger of its kind, the 
innovative team has carefully designed features and functions 
to give you complete control of your electric car charging 
experience. Paired with the myenergi app, you can set timers 
to utilise economy tariffs, use the boost function, monitor your 
devices, and so much more! 

This future proof, intelligent electric car charger is conceived, 
evolved, and manufactured in-house in the UK. 

If you don’t have a PV (photo voltaic) system zappi still 
operates like an EV charge point importing energy from the 
grid. You can always add a solar or wind system later. 

eco-smart charging station for electric vehicles 

Perfectly pair all your myenergi devices easily, enabling you to 
control your homes flow of energy with the myenergi hub & app 



Set Timers 

At certain Hours ‘time of use energy tariffs’ are significantly cheaper. With zappi you 
can use the ‘boost timer’ option to start charging at times with the lowest rates. It’s a 
cost-saving charging alarm clock for your EV 

No Earth Rod 

Zappi is the only electric car charger with built-in PEN technology. It’s the safest 
choice for an electric car charger, eliminating the need to install additional earth rods 
this in turn means no extra costs 
Additional information surrounding Earth Rods 
https://myenergi.com/pen-protection/ 

PV Charging 

Zappi works in harmony with your Solar PV or wind generation, meaning you can 
charge your car using green energy for free! If you haven’t got a renewable energy 
source at home, zappi works just the same as any other charger in ‘fast mode’ 

Remote Access 

The myenergi app and hub allow you to access your devices from anywhere in the 
world! Visual graphs allow you to monitor your import / export information all in one 
place 

Pincode Protected 

A 5 digit pincode is a security feature integrated into this smart EV charger should 
you wish to use it. It prevents people from changing your settings, or using your  

charger without permission or tampering. 

3 Year Warranty 

As well as having our excellent technical support team on hand to answer any of your 
questions and queries, zappi also comes with a 3-year warranty. Once your myenergi 
zappi has been installed, just register your individual products to take full advantage 
of the 3 year warranty support. 

https://myenergi.com/pen-protection/



